Day 8
Transmission 29:19
Music: Daniel Schotsborg - Neurosonic Calibrator
As we move into higher states of consciousness and awareness, the extent to which we can
experience and embody the frequency of Love expands. Each transmission brings in a new layer
of the foundation that is being created within your energetic and cellular structures to hold and
facilitate this new level of awareness.
This transmission begins to open up the star gates and portals in your matrix and DNA to allow
for the influx of Light and knowledge from your Star Lineages and Cosmic Christ
Consciousness. Moving beyond the understanding of emotional Love as we know it in this plane
of reality, the Light knowledge being infused will enable a deeper experiential of Love in all its
forms. Working with many Light Beings and energies such as the Buddha, Isis and the
Magdalene; those who most resonate with you will begin to teach you in your dream state and
meditations. Please continue to keep a journal of your dreams. Many of the teachings will come
in symbology, Light Language or codes that will ignite and activate your multidimensional DNA
to expand your perceptions of awareness.
As we continue to expand the heart and the frequencies moving throughout your entire system,
you will begin to experience a deeper sense of balance and harmony within your life. All life is
an ebb and flow. It is the natural cycle of this reality. Your ability to stay in a state of
compassion, being the observer of your outer world and centered within your own knowing will
lead to a deeper expression of self love. Self love is not an emotion, it is a state of BEING.
Having the energetic pathways in your system allows for this to flow easily and with grace. The
frequency of Self Love that is now available will feel more natural and familiar. Embrace it!
You may notice as we move further into these activations, the music is getting more intense.
Daniel, the Master Musician who developed this technology, designed this music to open up the
neural pathways in the brain to allow for deeper states of meditation and connection to Source
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energy. Please visit his website for more information. He is truly a Master and is bringing
through the next level of sound technology. I am so fortunate to know him and include his music
with these activations. www.qualiaplus.com
Stay In Your Heart and Know You Are Light!
Blessings!
Raquel
www.raquelspencer.com
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